then the bounded compactness of ker PM was a necessary and sufficient condition that PM be norm continuous.
In this paper, we show that there exists a reflexive, rotund Banach space whose dual is not Frechet smooth and yet every metric projection is norm continuous. This is accomplished by closely examining the space X exhibited by Klee in [6] , where X is a renorm of ¡2, which is reflexive, Gâteaux smooth at all points of the unit ball except {-S0, 80\. By well-known duality relationships, X* is a reflexive, rotund Banach space. It is this space which will be shown to have the desired properties. In §1 we will recall the Klee space, In this paper X will denote a Banach space and X* its continuous dual.
UiX) and SÍX) will denote the closed unit ball in X and its boundary, respectively.
All other notation will correspond to that in [2] . A source for the theory of metric projections is [3, §32]. K5. For all 2,77!(A)>(1-A2)1/2.
The gauge of U, p^ is the renorm of l^. The remaining facts to be re-Since the continuity of P" at all points is equivalent to the continuity of P" at all points in ker P", we need only study those points x and those PyiAS-+ r iX)x) = k < 1. We remark that if k = 0 then x = 6 and A = 1, im- 
